Nursing has a powerful positive impact on patients’ lives. Because of its intimate nature, as exemplified by the essence of nursing, nurses can make the most significant contribution to patients’ experiences, safety, and healing.

The spirit and spirituality we express through our nursing care reflects the very core of organizational culture. A culture of caring is marked by a sound professional practice functioning within an innovative environment to improve patient and community health. Today, with such a strong evidence base in place to demonstrate the correlation between nursing and outcomes, a caring culture also can be described as a culture of curing—but not curing in the most obvious clinical sense. High-quality nursing care thriving in a healthy work environment can cure healthcare-related economic woes through better outcomes achieved at lower cost. With this type of caring—and curing—culture, nurses, and nursing practice thrive.

“We’ve never done it that way before”

How do we ensure that a caring, curing culture that nurtures both nurses and nursing practice survives the current winds of change while preserving the essence of nursing? It starts with understanding the type of culture that’s driving the work environment and the staff working in it.

Frequently, culture is described as “what happens when no one is watching,” where the strongest forces that drive nursing practice reflect the attitude that “We’ve always done it that way.” In reality, nursing evolves continuously. Some changes occur gradually and may not be readily apparent. These changes are similar to updates for smartphone apps: We accept the update, install it, and don’t need a lot of training to use the new version. In other words, the same work environment and culture that was in place before the change stays in place.

But other changes are more obvious and abrupt, causing the evolution to feel more like a revolution. The resulting transformation can be dramatic, redesigning the work environment as a place nurses and patients might not recognize. Examples include eliminating the centralized nursing station and implementing new technology that changes the world at warp speed, such as robotics. Such dramatic changes can be good, and many come about through innovation. These changes take us from “We’ve always done it that way” to “We’ve never done it that way.” They can be exciting, igniting the spirit of caring and fanning the flame even more.
George Bernard Shaw said, “You see things; and you say ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; and I say ‘Why not?’” When it comes to today’s consumers and the economic demands on healthcare organizations, we obviously need to design new ways of caring, including new ways of caring for both patients and caregivers. This change must take place within the context of high-performance work environments with inspirational cultures. The need for speed and an open mind to create and achieve new ways is crucial. So the next time someone says, “We’ve never done it that way,” you might want to ask, “Why not?”

**Ethics, work environment, and impact on caring**

Change is all around us, and our response to it determines the level of success we can achieve. Understanding the impact of change and innovation on care and the caregiver is important. Lack of understanding or inability to address the challenges can undermine even the healthiest work culture.

The links between ethics and caring are well-known. However, we’re often hesitant to address moral and ethical issues as soon as the need arises. The result is a drain on both staff and the caring culture. The American Nurses Association’s (ANA’s) Ethics Advisory Board believes an ethical environment or climate is necessary for a healthy work environment: You can’t have one without the other. ANA’s Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements (2015) reflects the nursing profession’s ethical values and obligations. A nonnegotiable ethical standard, it serves as an expression of nursing’s commitment to society.

Two provisions in the Code of Ethics offer important guidance related to the need for an ethical environment and a safe, healthy culture:

- **Provision 5: The nurse owes the same duties to self as to others, including the responsibility to promote health and safety, preserve wholeness of character and integrity, maintain competence, and continue personal and professional growth.**
- **Provision 6: The nurse, through individual and collective effort, establishes, maintains, and improves the ethical environment of the work setting and conditions of employment that are conducive to safe, quality health care.**

This guidance is particularly important when dealing with ethical and moral issues that may arise at any time while delivering nursing care. (See Five types of moral issues.)

ANA defines a healthy work environment as one that is safe, empowering, and satisfying. It’s not just the absence of real and perceived threats to health but a place of physical, mental, and social well-being, supporting optimal health and safety. In healthy workplaces, moral and ethical issues are understood and addressed, and the health and safety of patients and healthcare workers are respected and continuously promoted. In these workplaces, the essence of nursing emerges, reflecting the art of caring, the science of curing, and the soul of our profession.

**Five types of moral issues**

Consider these five categories of moral issues, as described by Rushton and Kurtz (2015):

- **Moral uncertainty** occurs when a nurse is unsure whether an ethical conflict or dilemma is present or what principles to apply to resolve it.
- **A moral dilemma arises when two or more ethical values or principles conflict, making it hard to choose among them.**
- **A moral conflict happens when two or more stakeholders hold different opinions on how a moral dilemma should be resolved.**
- **Moral distress involves the perception that one’s core values are being violated, as well as a feeling of constraint from taking the course of action that’s perceived to be ethically appropriate.**
- **Moral residue is the lingering feeling that remains after a morally problematic situation has passed.**
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